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SUMMARY

The assessment of cumulative exposure based on collecting information on the history of active cigarette smoking has been and is being undertaken in a variety of ways. While a very detailed assessment may be required for studies with a focus on particular aspects of smoking behavior and history, comparability of measurements and results across studies remains a primary concern. Addressing the problem of heterogeneity of exposure assessment across studies can be achieved by a core set of questions that cover the major dimensions of cigarette smoking, and yet comply with current criteria used for defining smoking history and status. In studies where no very high level of exposure assessment is required or where smoking is not the major subject of investigation, a practical standardized core set of questions appears to be of considerable value, in particular with regard to making results more comparable across studies. [Beitr. Tabakforsch. Int. 25 (2013) 638–648]
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG


RESUME

L’évaluation de l’exposition cumulée à la cigarette chez le fumeur sur la base d’informations collectées sur son passé de fumeur a été et est toujours menée de manière très variée. Alors qu’une évaluation très précise pourrait être nécessaire dans les études focalisant sur certains aspects du type de fumeur et son passé, la comparabilité des mesures et des résultats entre études reste la principale préoccupation. Le problème d’hétérogénéité des mesures entre les études peut être résolu par l’utilisation d’un ensemble de questions couvrant les dimensions principales relatives au comportement du fumeur, qui de plus répondrait aux critères actuels utilisés pour définir le type de fumeur ainsi que son passé. Dans les études qui ne requièrent pas une évaluation de l’exposition très fine ou pour lesquelles le tabac n’est pas le sujet d’étude majeur, l’utilisation d’un tel ensemble de questions standardisées peut s’avérer très judicieuse, notamment afin de pouvoir mieux comparer les résultats entre études. [Beitr. Tabakforsch. Int. 25 (2013) 638–648]
INTRODUCTION

Over the past 60 years cigarette smoking has been one of the most investigated risk factors in epidemiology (1, 2). From an epidemiological point of view it is a highly prevalent exposure causally associated with a variety of diseases. Therefore, even in studies not focused on smoking, its role as a potential confounder must usually be carefully considered. Astonishingly, the definition of active smoking exposure measurements has not been fully standardized. In 1950 DOLL and HILL (1) pointed out the necessity to define what was meant by “smoker”, and considering having smoked every day for at least one year as defining ever (i.e., lifetime) smoking. In a review of 18 major US surveys dealing with smoking, MASSEY et al. (3) have reported eight different definitions of “smoker”, let alone further details of smoking behavior. The authors pointed out that the National Clearinghouse on Smoking and Health had already in 1955 provided a definition, based on a lifetime consumption of 100 or more cigarettes and currently smoking, which was not adopted by all surveys, even two to three decades later. As of 1965, the 100 cigarette question was used in the US National Health Interview (NHIS) (4) to define ever smoking and subsequently became a de facto criterion for adult lifetime, former, and current smoking in health studies modeled after the NHIS (5). It should be noted that definitions differ for adolescents, and smoking even once or twice or even one or two puffs may qualify for ever smoking, depending on the definition (6). While from 1965–1991, simply reporting current smoking was the NHIS required additional criterion for ever smokers to be current smokers, as of 1992 current smoking at least on some days was required (6). Also, as of 1992, former smokers (who previously were defined as ever smokers who had to report that they no longer smoked) have been defined as ever smokers that now did not smoke, neither daily nor on some days. Other than the US NHIS, the European Core Health Interview Survey (ECHIS) questionnaire (7) is recommended as a European reference standard for national health surveys. It does not contain a question indicating consumption of 100 cigarettes and only proposes a set of five questions on active smoking. By measuring current non-smoking, current occasional smoking (not being further defined), current daily smoking (including type and number of products smoked by current daily smokers) as well as duration (in years) of ever “daily, or almost daily” smoking, little more than prevalence estimates can be derived. The European standard renders comparisons to NHIS-based data difficult and also falls short for providing information on various definitions of tobacco use as proposed by the WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO) in 1998 (8). These are based on twelve categories, including never, non, ever, current, and occasional smoking. While the WHO definitions have been widely used and allow for a classification of smoking behavior and history, they lack specification, e.g., on the duration of smoking or cessation, on smoking intensity, or on smoking patterns, e.g., with regard to occasional smoking. Overall, the lack of consistency of smoking exposure measurement and definition is not yet fully resolved and was, by MASSEY et al. (3), considered a “primary concern when using survey data to describe trends…” (p. 433). Similarly, the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH ON CANCER (IARC) pointed out in 2007 (9) that “proper classification of smoking behavior is critically important” in the context of evaluating the health consequences of smoking and cessation, and examples of varying definitions of smoking and ex-smoking across studies and countries are given. DELNEVO and BAUER (10) have recently reviewed ten major US surveys which collected data on tobacco use. The 100 cigarette question was not included in two core questionnaire modules, and three different surveys did not collect information on daily or occasional smoking, the number of cigarettes smoked per day, or quit attempts. Age of first use of cigarettes, duration of abstinence, and information on brands (which would provide a basis for information on “tar” and nicotine levels) was not collected in three, four, and six surveys, respectively. In nine surveys either no or incomplete information was collected on other tobacco products (including cigars, pipes, roll-your-own cigarettes, and smokeless tobacco). The authors of this review concluded that “a systematic understanding of the tobacco host remains unavailable due to gaps in survey content…” (p. S22).

Conducting an internet search for the phrase “current smoking was defined”, restricted to the most recent year, quickly demonstrates the persistence of a striking variability of smoking definitions and measurements across epidemiological and clinical studies. This is also reflected in a recent comparison of smoking prevalence estimates from the European Commission Eurobarometer survey of 27 European Union member states versus estimates provided by national survey data (11). The authors compared smoking-related questions of the Eurobarometer and of national surveys using, among other sources, the European Health Interview & Health Examination Surveys Database (https://hishes.iph.fgov.be). National prevalence estimates differed by up to 13 percentage points from the country-specific Eurobarometer estimates. The authors stated that “the questions on smoking used in national survey varied markedly in phrasing…” (p. 2) and that “harmonisation of methodology, or at least the inclusion of a basic set of common questions, would therefore be a major step towards the generation of data suitable to compare smoking prevalence in European countries over place and time” (p. 8). As noted in an analysis of even a single (but quite critical) variable related to “smoking status” (100 cigarettes ever smoked), “there are many differences among definitions of current smoking, including whether occasional or non-daily smokers are included and whether an explicit time frame is included. Definitions of lifetime smoking vary as well, and include everything from a single puff through to daily smoking for a year” (5). Complementary to the problems of defining what a “smoker” is, there is also confusion over the meaning of “non-smoker” (12). While linguistically English (and German) suggests that a non-smoker is someone who does not currently smoke (never and ex combined), the term is often used to imply never smoking (when this should strictly be lifelong nonsmoking). Clearly, for most research objectives, more information than “smoking status” is needed. As noted by DIETRICH and HOFFMANN (13) “the use of a dichotomous variable for
‘ever-smoking’ will result in an estimate that is easy to interpret, but most of the variability in smoking history will not be captured”. While the determination of the “smoking status” of study participants (usually categorized as current, ex-, or never-smokers) provides a rather general level of exposure assessment, the dimensions of intensity, age at initiation, duration of smoking, duration of smoking cessation, pattern of smoking and type of cigarette (in terms of tobacco type, “tar” level, ingredients, design, type of filter, cf. (14–17)) are not considered in such a simple classification. With regard to pattern, it was observed that occasional (non-daily) smoking can be a stable pattern for long periods (18) and that the prevalence of occasional smoking has increased in the US (19). While non-daily smoking can occur on a more or less random basis, some intermittent smokers (chippers) may smoke only on certain days of the week or in certain contexts or settings (20).

The importance of exposure assessment beyond classification of smoking status has been demonstrated in various respects. More or less complex questionnaires have been useful to quantify the most important factors driving observed dose-response relationships. For example, smoking duration has been found to be more important than smoking intensity (in terms of cigarettes per day) in causing lung cancer (21–25). Also, temporal changes of smoking behavior (smoking trajectories) are of relevance, but are not considered by a simple classification of smoking status. A sufficiently detailed assessment of active smoking related exposure is also needed for determining important derived variables. An often used integrative metric to quantify cumulative smoking exposure (“smoking history”) is “pack-years”, sometimes given as “cigarette years”, being defined as the product of number of cigarettes smoked per day (expressed in units of packs of 20 cigarettes smoked) and of years of smoking (26).

**OBJECTIVES**

In this paper a simple Smoking Questionnaire (SQ) is proposed which can be easily applied in many epidemiologic research contexts and provides a range of measures of smoking exposure in a simple and standardized manner. Devising the SQ as a basic minimum standard for measuring individual exposure related to active cigarette smoking behavior in epidemiologic studies was guided by a set of attributes which are listed in the approximate order of importance:

- **useful**, i.e., the SQ should be suitable to specifically assess exposure to active cigarette smoking for a wide range of research objectives and study designs, implying it is informative (nothing essential is missing), concise (assessment is efficient, redundancy is avoided), and practical (simple, clear, swift), thus maximizing robustness and reliability;

- **sufficient**, i.e., the SQ should completely collect all relevant information at adequate levels of granularity, including exposure type and dosing in time, as well as information on non-cigarette smoking, to allow for controlling bias and confounding;

- **coherent**, i.e., the SQ should be based on available knowledge on relevant aspects of the exposure, thus maximizing logical and content validity;

- **consistent**, i.e., the SQ should be backward compatible with previous questionnaires and definitions, including response metrics and categories, thus maximizing criterion validity and minimizing systematic errors (bias) as well as supporting comparability with previous research.

Questions related to more complex research objectives are not in the scope of the present proposal but, as will be demonstrated below, the information collected with the SQ allows for deriving of a wide range of variables.

**QUESTIONNAIRE**

The proposed SQ (version 1.0, cf. Table 1) is intended for use in studies which do not require a very detailed assessment of current or lifetime cigarette smoking. Its focus is on self-reported current and past cigarette smoking behavior, allowing derivation of many of the major definitions that have been previously utilized, as will be demonstrated below. History of use of other smoking products is quantified, in addition to cigarette smoking, in order to allow identification of different sources of tobacco smoke exposure.

Although the order of the SQ questions should be maintained, the instrument is meant as a set of questions to be included in a larger study-specific questionnaire or case report form. It appears appropriate for paper-based or electronic self-administration, as well as for use in interviews, either face-to-face or through telephone. Translation into other languages should be straightforward. It should be noted that the date of the assessment, the date of birth and/or the age of the respondent are assumed to be acquired separately in addition to the data captured with the SQ. Rather than attempting to obtain all relevant variables analysis-ready directly from the respondents, the SQ focuses on simplicity of use. It places the burden of effort for deriving the relevant information on the post-processing and analysis of the acquired data. The advantage is that all data required for further processing can be collected in a simple and brief manner, naturally at the expense of requiring further processing of the captured data before rendering most of its utility.

The first of the eight questions allows for a broad classification of current cigarette smoking behavior (daily, occasional, ex, non). The ordering of the response categories is guided by the rationale that by reversing the order, respondents might be tempted to answering “non-smoker” before noticing (and then possibly not even reading) the option “ex-smoker”. Questions 2 and 3 collect information on the 100 cigarettes criterion and on regular ever smoking (defined as smoking at least one cigarette per day). While the information explicitly collected by questions 1 and 3 can technically be derived from the responses on questions 8 and 4, respectively, their pivotal importance in defining smoking status and the small effort required to answer them seems to outweigh this redundancy. Question 4 captures
Table 1. Smoking questionnaire. Age and sex of the respondent are required for a comprehensive assessment, but are not contained in the questionnaire. It is assumed that this information is obtained separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What is your current cigarette smoking behavior (including hand-rolled cigarettes)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Daily smoker (at least one cigarette per day, disregarding religious fasting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B Occasional smoker (less than one cigarette per day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C Ex-smoker of cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D Non-smoker of cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Have you ever smoked 100 cigarettes or more in your life?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Did you ever smoke cigarettes regularly, i.e., at least one cigarette per day?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If you ever smoked cigarettes regularly: At what age did you start to smoke regularly? ___ years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>If you are an ex-smoker of cigarettes: For how long have you quit now? ___ years + ___ months + ___ days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>If you ever quit regular cigarette smoking: For how long did you quit altogether? Please add together any separate periods of quitting. ___ years + ___ months + ___ days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>What brand of cigarettes / hand-rolled tobacco did you predominantly smoke in the last 12 months of smoking? Name of brand: ____________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>On average, how many cigarettes / cigars / pipes do / did you smoke per day?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manufactured cigarettes</th>
<th>Hand-rolled cigarettes</th>
<th>Cigars</th>
<th>Pipes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Currently (last 3 months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1 year ago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5 years ago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>10 years ago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>15 years ago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>20 years ago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>&gt; 20 years ago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

age of initiation and questions 5 and 6 current as well as total quitting duration, respectively. The response format for quitting durations is a combination of years, months, and days, thus allowing for capturing information at different levels of detail, according the individual accuracy of recall. The brand of cigarettes predominantly smoked in the last 12 months of smoking is captured in question 7, which allows for linking additional information to the data set, based on available background data, e.g., on nicotine and “tar” levels, tobacco type, pack size, filter type, and cigarette length. Question 8 captures the tobacco smoking history. Daily numbers of manufactured as well as of hand-rolled cigarettes, cigars, and pipes are acquired, separately for seven time periods. For completeness and consistency of the collection of information on smoking intensity in terms of daily product use frequency, not smoking a particular product type at a certain time is to be indicated, as well as smoking of less than one unit per day, thus fully covering the spectrum of possible smoking behaviors. These two response categories also help to avoid perplexing
Younger respondents by asking them about a past period where they could not have possibly smoked. The temporal resolution of question 8 is largest for the most recent periods (last 3 and 12 months), and by 5 year-intervals thereafter. The last period captures smoking intensity of more than 20 years ago.

While some questionnaires organize the acquisition of consumption levels by age, this does not avoid respondents having to recall behaviors that they had practiced many years ago. Asking for consumption at certain age levels (and abstaining from routing) implies that the inquiry needs to commence at a relatively early age, presumably 15 years, in order to obtain minimum-length retrospective time intervals also for younger participants. Since all age groups need to be foreseen, many age levels not applicable to younger participants would need to be included, whereas older participants would then be charged with historic behaviors beyond the range of recall. While considering the possible age range would already lead to a longer question 8 than the one actually proposed, current consumption (covering the last three and twelve months as in the present version) would still have to be requested in addition. This would not only further lengthen the questionnaire, but also lead to a mixture of time reference systems (age and chronological time), and would increase the level of complexity of the question and thus the cognitive burden placed on the respondents.

No routing based on linking responses to filter functions that would allow skipping certain parts was built into the SQ, even though filters could reduce the time required to fill in the questionnaire, in particular for never-smokers. However, there appears to be confusion about non and never smoking it appeared to be appropriate not to have a never-smoker category in question 1, but rather to derive this status from the information acquired uniformly from all (including never smoking) respondents in the subsequent questions. Another possibility for routing would be to request detailed information only from self-assessed ever regular smokers (question 3). This (and any) routing would, however, impose restrictions on the possibilities to analyze the data, as it would imply conditioning subsequent data on previous responses to filter questions, thus imposing some type of a-priori classification and definitions, with consequences that are hard to foresee for all possible research contexts. In contrast, abstaining from any routing, and instead focusing on brevity and simplifying the cognitive requirements for filling in the questionnaire, allows for flexibility in definitions used for classifying study participants during the data analysis, e.g., with regard to never smoking to be or not to be based on the 100 cigarettes criterion. It should also be considered that filters have the potential to introduce bias to a questionnaire, based on respondent’s prospects of saving time to fill in subsequent questions conditional to a certain response, e.g., checking the non-smoking category in question one. Avoiding routing also considerably alleviates constraints to adhere to a strictly logical architecture, regarding both the sequence and formulation of questions and response categories, and, most importantly, allows for a respondent-oriented rather than analysis-logical questionnaire design with a focus on ease of use.

POST-PROCESSING

While the information gathered with the SQ may not be directly suitable for analysis for all purposes, it supports indirect derivation of many variables and indicators. To demonstrate the respective utility of the SQ, Table 2 contains the twelve 1998 WHO basic definitions of tobacco use (8). According to these, the main criteria for being classified as a “smoker” are current daily smoking or smoking occasionally and having “ever smoked at least 100 cigarettes (or the equivalent amount of tobacco) in their lifetime.” The WHO categories of tobacco use, in addition to “smoker”, are “daily smoker”, “occasional smoker”, “reducer”, “continued occasional smoker”, “experimenter”, “non-smoker”, “ex-smoker”, “never-smoker”, “ex-occasional smoker”, “ever smoker”, and “ever daily smoker”.

By combining the data captured with the SQ it is possible to classify responders according to these categories, both with regard to cigarette smoking as well as to smoking in general. In Table 2, the two columns to the right contain the logical conditions required to achieve the classification of SQ data according to the WHO definitions. They can be easily translated into data management statements to computerize the classification of a study sample.

For example, to qualify as a daily cigarette smoker, response option A of question 1 (at least one cigarette per day) must have been checked (1A), and a daily smoker in general is identified by either daily cigarette smoking or current daily smoking of any of the products covered in question 8 (1A U CP_{daily} \geq 1). Alternatively, to qualify as a never cigarette smoker, response option D of question 1 (non-smoker of cigarettes) must have been checked, as well as option B of question 2 (not having smoked 100 cigarettes altogether) and option B of question 3 (never having smoked cigarettes regularly) (1D \cap 2B \cap 3B). Additional requirements for never smoking in general are current non-smoking of any product covered in question 8, as well as never daily smoking, indicated by the sum of any products smoked across all periods covered in question 8 being less than one (1D \cap 2B \cap 3B \cap CP_{daily} = 0 \cap \sum_{n=1}^{12} CP_n < 1).

As can be seen, all WHO basic definitions regarding cigarette smoking can be addressed unequivocally. For the sake of brevity, smoking behavior regarding cigars and pipes is not measured at the same level of detail with the SQ, as it does, for example, not contain questions on daily and occasional pipe and cigar smoking. As a consequence, referring to smoking in general, not all categories of the WHO basic definitions can be categorized in a completely definite way. This impacts the definition of smoker, daily smoker, and occasional smoker, as current smoking of pipes and cigars is only assessed on the basis of average daily numbers in question 8.

Of note, the WHO definitions are rather basic and do not give, for example, any indication of how long smokers had to have not smoked before they would be considered as ex-smokers. To avoid very recent quitters classifying themselves as ex-smokers, a minimal period of quitting (for example three months) should probably be considered as a criterion to qualify as an ex-smoker. The SQ uses in question 1 the unspecific response category of the WHO definition, but question 5 provides detailed quantification of the current quitting period in ex-smokers, therefore...
allowing for a flexible re-classification during data analysis. Use of multiple types of tobacco products can be considered, based on the quantitative information collected in question 8 of the SQ. Categories like "almost exclusive use", "predominant use", "equal (or average) use", "occasional use", "rare use", etc. can be derived by specifying ranges of proportionate use of particular tobacco products. Alternatively, weight-based tobacco equivalents can be determined for different tobacco types. For example, it has been suggested that the tobacco equivalents for cigarettes should be 1 g, for cigarillos 2 g, and for pipes and cigars 3 g (27). It should be noted, however, that there are difficulties with these measures in that 1 g appears to be too high based on the tobacco weight distribution of manufactured cigarettes (28), cigars may vary considerably in format, and there may be period and country specific differences in tobacco product weights. The SQ data can also be used to calculate aggregated measures of lifetime smoking exposure beyond pack years, incorporating intensity, duration, and the time since cessation (13, 29, 30). Furthermore, secular categories of smoking intensity levels (e.g., increasing, reducing, constant) can be derived from the data collected with question 8.

By interpolation and extrapolation (to the time of initiation), estimating lifetime consumption becomes possible,
including the calculation of pack years. Also, the different specific periods in the past (as specified in question 8) can be converted to years of age at that time, by subtracting them from the current age of the respondent. For any desired age (e.g., 20, 30, 40 etc. years of age), consumption levels can then be estimated from the available data of before and after that age through simple linear interpolation or by using methods to account for the overall nonlinear shape of the consumption trajectory (e.g., polynomial or spline interpolation).

DISCUSSION

The availability of a standardized basic smoking questionnaire can support the quality of smoking exposure assessment and the comparability of results across studies (31). The major goal of this work was to propose a minimum standard, useful, sufficient, coherent, and consistent set of questions to assess active cigarette smoking, including cumulative smoking history. The proposed SQ is specifically designed for use in studies which do not require a very high level of detail of active cigarette smoking. It is focusing on brevity and simplicity and shifts the load for providing analysis-ready variables from the respondent to the stage of data post-processing. In addition to suggesting a practical standard for future research, the SQ provides a framework for analyzing or re-analyzing existing data captured with other questionnaires, to increase the comparability of results.

The time requirement to fill in the first seven of the eight SQ questions is likely to take less than a minute. To fill in question 8, where smoking history is captured, can require more effort, as it covers various periods of the present and past as well as four different types of tobacco smoking products; for each applicable combination (i.e., when the respondent smoked a certain product type at a certain time), a quantification of the number of units smoked is required. However, only respondents who are about 40 or more years of age and who had started smoking all four product types more than 20 years ago must provide numbers to all cells of question 8, whereas the majority of smokers most likely will have to provide quantities only for some periods and products. It seems that the majority of smokers answering question 8 might need to spend again less than a minute on this part of the SQ, so that the overall time required from an “average smoker” should not exceed two minutes for the whole questionnaire.

The SQ is strictly focused on current and former active cigarette smoking behaviour and does not provide all the details that can be captured by more comprehensive questionnaires. Some instruments cover in detail very specific aspects related to smoking such as exposure to second-hand smoke, awareness or response to advertisements or anti-smoking information, prices paid, health-related lifestyle variables aside of (but potentially related to) smoking, craving and withdrawal symptoms, or craving (e.g., Lifetime Tobacco Use Questionnaire LTUQ (32), key questions from the Global Adult Tobacco Survey GATS (33), Lifetime Interview on Smoking Trajectories LIST (34) or Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence FTND (35)). While being reasonably short (albeit not as short as, for example, the ECHIS, which has only five questions on active smoking), the SQ facilitates the derivation of a wealth of information, including all WHO smoking status classes, rather than only providing information on a subset thereof (e.g., current and ever smoking, to allow for simple prevalence estimates). By defining a simple standard of measuring active smoking behavior, the SQ might contribute to bringing some clarity to smokers themselves, regarding their smoking status; it has been reported that many smokers appear to be insecure about whether or not to consider themselves as smokers (36), which can in turn contribute to misclassification problems in studies using only a very general classification of smoking status (cf. (37)).

The SQ is not conceived as a stand-alone instrument that must, under all circumstances, be used as is. If the SQ is extended, however, it is important to ensure that the questions and categories are maintained as proposed, otherwise there is a risk that one of the major advantages of the SQ could be lost, i.e., standardization and comparability across studies. If possible, additional questions should therefore be added to the end of the SQ to avoid response bias due to altered question sequence. For example, in order to address smoking in the past 30 days (or other recent periods), one or more additional questions to measure on how many days cigarettes were smoked during that period would allow for assessing current daily and non-daily smoking (e.g., (36)), with a specification of “current” that is also used in the NHIS.

To further increase the temporal and behavior-related resolution, it is possible to add to question 8 additional rows referring to other periods in the past, as well as columns for other than the four currently assessed tobacco products (possibly including noncombustible, smokeless, or dissolvable products, waterpipes, e-cigarettes, reduced exposure products, modified risk tobacco products etc.) - to more comprehensively assess dual and polytobacco use - as well as nicotine replacement therapies. To quantify consumption levels at a higher resolution than currently foreseen for the lower end of the distribution, the number of units smoked per week could be acquired in question 8, in addition to the current per-day quantification, although it seems doubtful whether recall at such granularity would be reliable for various periods in the past. Examples of more particular extensions of the current SQ include adding questions on daily and occasional pipe and cigar smoking (in analogy to the assessment of cigarette smoking) or the collection of consumption intensities stratified by day of the week, time of the day, or social context.

In its present form, the SQ can be used in cross-sectional, case-control, as well as in prospective studies (with cigarette smoking assessment at time of study onset). For repeated deployment, questions 4 and 6 could be removed and the timelines in question 8 adjusted according to the planned follow-up intervals. When applied in appropriate study designs, in addition to prevalence rates and derived rate ratios (e.g., the “quit ratio” of former to ever smokers), the SQ can provide information required for incidence rate calculations (e.g., rates of cessation, initiation, relapse, product switching, intensity changes etc.). When extending the SQ, it is advisable to carefully consider which derived variables are actually needed and how these should be used.
in the analysis. Issues as to which variables to combine or consider independently in the analysis need to be settled, based on the specific research questions to be addressed, and considering that rather complex relationships among “exposure variables may exist and have the potential of, for example, introducing multi-collinearity problems during data analysis” (38). An example is “age at starting” and smoking duration, two variables which are clearly not independent. Another example is the composite variable “pack years”; by integrating smoking duration and intensity, identical pack years can result from a large number of rather different smoking histories, and some of these histories have shown unusual patterns of dose-response (39). Also, some aspects of smoking history that are potentially relevant per se for the exposure-response relationship under investigation are not covered at all by “pack years”, including potential effects of timing and duration of periods of smoking cessation (38), mixed smoking or “polytobacco use” (i.e., smoking of different cigarettes or other products, like pipes or cigars (40)), as well as non-daily (i.e., occasional) smoking (20). Finally, the derived omnibus quantity “pack years” does not seem to comprehensively capture all of the impact of its two constituents, in particular intensity (e.g., (41)).

While the validity and reliability of the SQ has not yet been formally determined, it is aimed at capturing manifest behaviors rather than latent variables (e.g., intentions to quit or risk perceptions), which are more problematic to measure. Also, it is based on similar or even identical questions and response categories than those previously used in various other questionnaires in varying combinations and contexts, and it has been the guiding principle to adhere to general standards of designing exposure questionnaires for epidemiological studies (e.g., (42)). By applying the SQ categories to existing data sets, indicators of its measurement properties (including sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value) and its agreement with other instruments and definitions of smoking behavior can henceforth be determined, hopefully by a variety of independent researchers.

Unfortunately, like any measurement based on self-reports, the SQ suffers potentially from principal problems of misclassification and recall bias. Question 8 provides the most sensitive question of the SQ with regard to differential and non-differential recall bias. By applying the SQ repeatedly, in different populations (e.g., with and without smoking-related diseases), or through different modes of administration (e.g., self-administered, interviews), as well as by comparing the SQ measurements with those obtained through other instruments or with available information on past smoking behavior (e.g., pre-existing records), patterns and sources of over- and underreporting can be investigated. To enhance recall, methods providing an autobiographical framework can be deployed but reduce the standardization of the data-acquisition across respondents and can obviously be quite time-demanding. Also, they are likely to require computer-assistance for organizing complex information and managing visual prompts. While this is a rather different approach than what the SQ is aiming at, aided recall techniques (e.g., (43)), including providing photographs of different brands of cigarette packs (44), seem to be promising for collecting more accurate retrospective information on past smoking behavior, when a quantification that is as detailed and accurate as possible is required.

This is, however, neither feasible nor intended with a questionnaire that focuses on brevity and practicality, and is probably not required for a wide range of research applications. In addition to the above pragmatic support for questionnaire-based data acquisition from a lack of practical alternatives, underreporting of tobacco use has been found to be “relatively rare” (45), p. 175 and self-reported tobacco use has been assessed as “accurate in most studies” (46), p. 1086 and “highly consistent” with urinary cotinine test results (47), p. 1828. In a review of 29 studies based on designs and samples not suggesting systematic underreporting of smoking (as smoking cessation studies might, under certain conditions), Lee and Forey (48) found half of the proportions of self-reported non-smokers whose cotinine levels indicated current smoking in the range of 1.9 to 4.5 percent, the median at 3.1 percent. They further reported that, based on studies with follow-up interviews, on average about 5 percent of self-reported never-smokers had reported ever smoking in a previous interview. Although the utility of collecting self-reported information on smoking has also more recently been supported (32), problems of imperfect reliability of smoking exposure measurements of the magnitude suggested by the above findings may be much more of a problem when the effects of environmental and other exposures on smoking-related diseases are studied, rather than those of active smoking; where these effects are relatively weak compared to those of cumulative active smoking, residual confounding can be a serious concern.

It should be appreciated that questionnaires have limitations, and that not all aspects of smoking-related exposure can be dealt with by collecting data based on the reports of smokers. Total smoking exposure is, in addition to the aspects described so far, also determined by smoking “topography” (49), namely the specific aspects of puffing, such as number of puffs per cigarette, puff volume, puff duration, and butt length (50), i.e., behaviors of which smokers are usually not fully and reliably aware. Another important exposure factor is inhalation habits: While pipe and/or cigar smokers appear to be able to accurately report whether or not they inhale their tobacco smoke (51), this seems not to be the case for cigarette smokers (52). Consequently, when current cigarette smoking topographies and inhalation habits are to be addressed, actual measurements are required, and there is in fact currently no scientifically rigorous way of measuring historic smoking topography and inhalation habits, as changes over time cannot be excluded, even when the type of cigarette smoked has not changed.

Even though some large population health surveys (including the US National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) and the Canadian Health Measures Survey (CHMS)) measure smoking status through cotinine levels, very many studies are likely to rely on self-reports for the foreseeable future. Besides the effort and cost, biochemical measurements have other downsides, including their inability to differentiate between different sources of nicotine (product type), possible interferences through nicotine from non-combustible products, entanglement of
dose and time lag since exposure, as well as their transient nature and restriction to current (previous few hours for nicotine and 2–3 days for cotinine) smoking exposure when based on blood or urine sampling. Evaluating samples from hair or toenails, while in theory providing information about cumulative smoking exposure over the last few months, appears to require further development and currently available results show rather limited correspondence with self-reported exposure (53, 54). Overall, these limitations render biochemical measurements of very limited value for assessing the smoking history of individuals.
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